
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of medical sales
representative. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While
this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of
the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for medical sales representative

Works cooperatively with provider personnel to expedite service delivery and
ensure appropriate billing for services
Bachelor’s degree in Health Sciences or in Business Administration is an asset
Demonstrated knowledge and understanding of healthcare institutions
Analyse territory information to optimize routing and achieve sales results
Perform company business in accordance with all regulations, company policy
and procedures
Delivers required territory promotional effort (# targeted details/product and
reach and frequency vs objectives, marketing programs achievements,
project management, hospital formulary coverage, message delivery ) and
ensures timely feedback to district sales management and marketing
Demonstrate a high degree of knowledge within your specialist therapy area
Contribute positively to the sales team and broader account team you work
within
Carry out professional visits and academic activities in the target hospitals
assigned and achieve the requirements of the company
Acquire professional skills and knowledge actively and achieve the
requirements of the company

Qualifications for medical sales representative

Example of Medical Sales Representative Job
Description
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Candidates with less / non relevant sales experience will be considered as
Medical Representative
Minimum of 10 years of Electronics Industry experience including a proven
record of strong sales, marketing, sales management
Minimum of 10 years of diversified experience including a proven record of
strong sales, marketing, and general sales management skills to include an
emphasis on understanding and knowledge of the implantable medical
device business
Strong people engagement skills
Ability to function independently with a high degree of initiative,
independence, autonomy and flexibility


